
ICE BREAKER

Field with adjacent

food and toilets and

changing rooms - and

known to the

audiences as their

space

...BECAUSE WE LOOK AT TRENDS IN ISOLATION

AND DON'T FOCUS ON THEIR COLLISION.

What is your dream venue for a performance/event in your festival? 

Double click (left click) anywhere on the white area to generate a

stickie note and start typing your answer.

Dream is a purpose built

early years srts space

where the audience and

performer can be at eye

level. We also work

outdoors on the beach and

in the creche playgrounds.

GRASSHOPPRS IEYF

Balbriggan

We use the

Teachers Club and

Na Píobairí Uillinn -

both perfect!

Sean-Nós Cois Life

A completely

new space in

Cork that can be

used for many

different events!

Town HALL 

Concert Hll

A purpose

built venue

for children,

with multiple

spaces

Venues that

transform the

townscape in

an imaginative

way

l

Nightime in

the woods

Screen 1 Irish Film

Institute with a full

audience and multiple

filmmaker guests for a

Q&A with a film crew

capturing material for

a documentary on an

international guest 

The disused

tunnels under

Hueston

Station

play with the

council

DBF

get rid of the

cars for the

week-end

Multi room

ve

DBF

Anything

with a live

audience!! 

OpenAir -

Dockland

make the

streets more

accesable

and attractive

Open air

space /

atmospheric

/ accessible

35mm Film

Screening

Facilities in a

new Festival and

cultural hub in

Cork City

A barge on

River Barrow

through the

County

transform the

town into a large

open air garden/

park/ forest

Dream venue would be

something similar to

Smock Alley theatre,

with a space for

launches, bookshop and

more however  more

accessible. 

a venue where

staff is fully aware

of and involved

with the event,

ragardless of the

type of venue

Shannon Airport

the town as a giant

playground and

creative space

Borris House

mobilise all the

stakeholders to

promote art,

creative practice, 

 good food,

healthy loving

Deconsecrated

churches in

Carlow county

Use Chrome, Firefox, or Edge
To navigate, change your "Navigation Settings"

in the lower right corner of your mural

You can also use the avatars at the bottom

of the screen to navigate.

MURAL Digital

Whiteboard

Double click this Gif to

go to www.mural.co

QUICK TIPS

PATHWAYS

Scenario

Planning 

INTRODUCTION

Your Name Here

Your Title Here

MURAL

Conor McAndrew

Agenda Item Duration

Programme Intro 10 minutes 

Conor Intro &

Agenda
5 minutes 

Icebreaker 15 minutes

Presentation  30 minutes

Breakouts 30 minutes

BREAK 10 minutes 

Final Reflections  20 minutes

Time

15.00

15.10

15.15

15.30

16.10

16.00

16.40

Close 17.00-

AGENDA

Minimise and respond

more effectively to

future shocks

Highlight gaps in

strategy, services,

suppliers etc

Aid better and more

targeted stakeholder

communication

BENEFITS OF SCENARIO PLANNING

Expectation

management 

Enables better decision

making

Highlight white space

and opportunities

HISTORICALLY, PEOPLE OFTEN GOT THE FUTURE

DISASTROUSLY WRONG...

This is not just a financial planning tool, though that is

an important component of the process. 

Focus on the purpose of your organisation when

building your scenarios as this will also inform why you

will make decisions.

THINK BIGGER PICTURE

Audience Artists Community 
Friends of 

the Festival
Funders 

Consider your stakeholders:

What are you looking to find out through

this process? 

Why are you doing this activity?

Examples

Key Activity 

Things to Think

about 

Define the question that will

drive your planning process and

state your goals. 

"How can we continue to put on the festival give

the evolving nature of COVID considerations?"

"How will we programme the festival in light of

changing levels of tourism?"

Step 1: Set your Goal for the Scenario Planning process
PATHWAYS SCENARIO PLANNING TEMPLATE 

1. Define the question that will drive your planning process and state your goals for the Process. 

2. Research likely unknowns and then list the unknowns that make decisions difficult.

3. Identify what events will give us more information and help us make better decisions? 

4. Identify the Best, Worst and Most Likely case scenarios for your unknowns. 

Unknown 1

Unknown 2

Unknown 3

Unknown 4

Best Case  Worst Case Most Likely Case 

5. Combine a small number of your conditions to create a scenario  

Scenario 2 Scenario 3Scenario 1 

6. What will you do if this scenario a reality? Detail how each scenario in turn impacts your current planning and

what decisions it may require?  Determine your Scenario Strategy. What are your key events in this scenario that

will drive decisions? 

Scenario 2 Scenario 3Scenario 1 

What are the unknown factors preventing you from

making a decision?

Research the areas you think are unknowns as much as

possible. This will help you understand the scale of the

gap in knowledge and certainty.

Examples

Key Activity 

Things to Think

about 

Research and list your unknowns

that will make decisions difficult 

Access to existing and new fundraising 

Access to venues and volunteers / staff 

Gov and Funding Body policy

Step 2: Identify your unknowns 

What are the unknown factors preventing you from making a

decision?

Research the areas you think are unknowns as much as possible.

This will help you understand the scale of the gap in knowledge

and certainty.

Examples

Key Activity 

Things to Think

about 

Identify what events will give us more information

and help us make better decisions 

Sponsorship 

Annual or new funding timelines

Availability of venues 

Availability of BIK resources 

Budget Day / Funding Body strategy release 

Step 3: Indetify key events that will help us make more decisions.

Keep your descriptions plausible. Best and Worst case could lead

to unhelpfully positive or negative places.

Most likely is probably a half way house between Best and Worst 

Seek agreement but don't worry about perfection here.

Examples

Key Activity 

Things to Think

about 

Identify the Best, Worst and Most Likely case

scenarios for your unknowns

Step 4: Describe the Conditions  

Sponsorship

Best Case  Worst Case Most Likely Case 

Retain existing and

one more medium

sized donor 

Lose of title

sponsorship / major

festival supporter 

Maintain existing

levels of 

sponsorship 

Tourism

Volums 

Return to pre Covid

numbers

Remain at light Covid

restrictions levels

Return of 70% of pre

Covid volumes

Work with 2-4 conditions only. Do not try to combine all possible

conditions in one scenario. 

Each scenario should contain enough detail to assess the

likelihood of success or failure of different strategic options. 

Examples

Key Activity 

Things to Think

about 

Combine a small number of your conditions to

create a scenario  

Scenario #1: Where there is limited new funding and 80% of Pre-

Covid ticket sales

Scenario #2: Fewer venues are available, sponsorship remains the

same and ticket sales increase by 20% on last year

Step 5: Build your scenarios

Primarily, negative conditions will drive your planning but do identify opportunities if they

arise.

Negative conditions will likely impact your existing planning and cause you to change what

you have.

This may also cause opportunities in areas previously not considered like a virtual

component, changing the calendar and scheduling etc.

Important to know what decisions you need to make and to agree on whan these events are

happening. 

Use these scenarios to identify key activity: 

Examples

Key Activity 

Things to Think

about 

Detail how this condition impacts your current planning

and what decisions it may require? 

What are your key events in this scenario that will drive

decisions? 

Strategic decisions 

Step 6: Determine your Scenario Strategy. What will you do if this

scenario a reality? 

Change Fundraising

approach

Identify must have vs nice to

have programme items and

identify the timeline for

making decisions about the

final programme 

Fundraiser business

performance 
Budget Time 

Key Events

 No regrets

decisions 

 Time bound

decisions

 Contingent

decisions

USING SCENARIO PLANNING

Helps you shape If /

Then planning

These plans need to

be updated regularly

in line with emerging

information 

You remain in a greater

sense of contol if you refine

your Scenario Planning vs

making roling decisions on

the fly as they emerging

over the course of a year 

BREAKOUT DISCUSSIONS

Breakout Group 2

SCENARIO PLANNING PROCESS APPLYING SCENARIO PLANNING

FINAL REFLECTIONS 

Breakout 1 Breakout 2 Breakout 3 Breakout 4

PEER LEARNING  BREAKOUT REFLECTIONS

VOTING SESSION

Have you used a methods / approaches like this to plan for your festival before?

Yes, many

times 

Yes, a few

time 

No, but I

intend to

use one in

the future  

No, I do not

intend to in

the future 

How useful do you think this process could be to your organisation? 

Not at all

useful 

Slightly

useful

Moderately

useful 
Very Useful 

Extremely

Useful 

Breakout Group 1

Who do you think should be part of your scenario planning process? Think

about your key stakeholders and consider anyone unexpected that could

help your in the process 

Double-click on the canvas to add a sticky note1. Take 60 seconds to answer the question silently with stickies

(double click anywhere on the whiteboard to add a stickie)

2. Share your answers with the group. 

How do you think you can next use this method of planning to support your

festival? 

Double-click on the canvas to add a sticky note1. Take 60 seconds to answer the question silently with stickies

(double click anywhere on the whiteboard to add a stickie)

2. Share your answers with the group. 

In what ways do you think this process could be helpful to your Festival?

Do you see any blockers to success for this process?

Double-click on the canvas to add a sticky note1. Take 60 seconds to answer the question silently with stickies

(double click anywhere on the whiteboard to add a stickie)

2. Share your answers with the group. 

Pros: Being

prepared for any

situation

Cons: Getting buy-

in from folks to

consistently do this

We used this method when planning

for the Festival in November 2020,

and it allowed us to arrived

prepared at opening night despite a

change of Covid-19 restrictions two

hours after programme

announcement (full pivot from

blended to online Festival). It takes a

lot of work and time, but especially

for high risk situations and

circumstances out of the team's

control its essential for successful

delivery.

Lack of Buy

in from staff

can hinder

progress

by making it easier

to communicate

with the festival

commitee

regarding

realalistic

expectations 

Have strategies open for

all involved to easily

access. A way of

documenting plans.

Blockers would be the

time consuming nature

of the activity. 
Prrocess can help

idwentify new

revenue sources

and sponsors by

thinking

strategically

time  management

issues and taking the

time to embed

planning using a

process that is known

to all organisers 

In what ways do you think this process could be helpful to your Festival?

Do you see any blockers to success for this process?

Double-click on the canvas to add a sticky note1. Take 60 seconds to answer the question silently with stickies

(double click anywhere on the whiteboard to add a stickie)

2. Share your answers with the group. 

Who do you think should be part of your scenario planning process? Think

about your key stakeholders and consider anyone unexpected that could

help your in the process 

Double-click on the canvas to add a sticky note1. Take 60 seconds to answer the question silently with stickies

(double click anywhere on the whiteboard to add a stickie)

2. Share your answers with the group. 

How do you think you can next use this method of planning to support your

festival? 

Double-click on the canvas to add a sticky note1. Take 60 seconds to answer the question silently with stickies

(double click anywhere on the whiteboard to add a stickie)

2. Share your answers with the group. 

Boards

Breakout Group 3

In what ways do you think this process could be helpful to your Festival?

Do you see any blockers to success for this process?

Double-click on the canvas to add a sticky note1. Take 60 seconds to answer the question silently with stickies

(double click anywhere on the whiteboard to add a stickie)

2. Share your answers with the group. 

Who do you think should be part of your scenario planning process? Think

about your key stakeholders and consider anyone unexpected that could

help your in the process 

Double-click on the canvas to add a sticky note1. Take 60 seconds to answer the question silently with stickies

(double click anywhere on the whiteboard to add a stickie)

2. Share your answers with the group. 

How do you think you can next use this method of planning to support your

festival? 

Double-click on the canvas to add a sticky note1. Take 60 seconds to answer the question silently with stickies

(double click anywhere on the whiteboard to add a stickie)

2. Share your answers with the group. 

Breakout Group 4

In what ways do you think this process could be helpful to your Festival?

Do you see any blockers to success for this process?

Double-click on the canvas to add a sticky note1. Take 60 seconds to answer the question silently with stickies

(double click anywhere on the whiteboard to add a stickie)

2. Share your answers with the group. 

Who do you think should be part of your scenario planning process? Think

about your key stakeholders and consider anyone unexpected that could

help your in the process 

Double-click on the canvas to add a sticky note1. Take 60 seconds to answer the question silently with stickies

(double click anywhere on the whiteboard to add a stickie)

2. Share your answers with the group. 

How do you think you can next use this method of planning to support your

festival? 

Double-click on the canvas to add a sticky note1. Take 60 seconds to answer the question silently with stickies

(double click anywhere on the whiteboard to add a stickie)

2. Share your answers with the group. 

Mural as a

planning tool can

be of value as it

logs comments

Maria (EAFF):

wondering about

where to keep

info? Would it add

an extra layer of

administartion?

Martin & Colm

(June Fest):

sponsorship

issues are a

concern

Martin & Colm

(June Fest):

scenario planning

is hampered by

late

announcement of

LA funding

William (Cork

Folk): venues are

an important

partner - they've

had a challenging

time also

Gerry (Limerick

Jazz): got such a

shock when

everything stopped.

Had an impact on

Sponsor/Friends

programmes

Gerry (Limerick

Jazz): scenario

planning is

something we do

anyway - good to

have a format for it

Re Mural/other

apps/pen and

paper...

Need to find a

tool that works

for your team

Scenario planning

is built into festival

makers skill set:

recognistion that

scenario planning

makes this inate

process visible

The value of

documenting

process and

planning to aid

succession

Scenario

planning as a

pathway to

succession/on-

boarding new

team members

The

importance of

scenario

planning in

times of crisis

Scenario

Planning makes

explicit the

challenges in

relation to a

timeline

Board - seek expertise of trustees from

specific backgroundsCore funders and

training sessions

Whole team needs to be involved to make

sure all aspects are covered

Consider external consultants/focus

groups (i.e. artists, distributors...) where

necessary

Venues

Staff, Funders,

Board, some

artists and

companies.

production/crew

, local authority

could help with

decisions . team

onboard from the

start should be

produciton and

funders /budget  

Staff, board, funders, pr

consultants, local council

members, chamber of

commerce, artists/

creatives/speakers, other

community groups/venues,

tourism & arts & heritage

officers

Board, local council,

artists/performers,

local businesses and

arts organisations,

funders/sponsors.

our main venue: the IFI, festival

advisers: for us this is

international experts on Asian

cinema and the East Asian

filmmakers/guests we show

each year. We also include

academics in Ireland and

abroad in our planning. And

people/organisations

collaborating with us including

other festivals

Venues as key

stakeholders

Local authority as key

stakeholders but

challenges in relation

to different systems

operated in different

local authority areas

Gerry (Limerick

Jazz): usually

just 2-3 active

members on a

board

Theresia (Clonmel

Applefest): Boards

can be challenging

to form - difficult to

get board

members

Martin & Colm

(June Fest): Really

appreciate local

arts centre support

and buy-in -

essential to their

festival

William (Cork Folk):

where venues are

resourced, it's a

way of maximising

your budget

Maria (EAFF): key

partner is IFI -

important to have

a distinct identity

with a much larger

partner venue

Difficulty when LA

funding

announcements come

at time of festival, as

LA are not interested

in funding following

year

Frustration for some

festivals at identifying

stakeholders, where

that stakeholder

doesn't want/have

time to engage with

arts organisation

We are learning from

the festival we just

wrapped - we have

had one live and one

virtual festival - this

method will help us

map out both and the

leanings from each

We are still in

process of de

brief of Jan

festival and this

process could be

adapted for that.

Its a brilliant way of

approaching planning the

festival in its entirety for

Grasshoppers. We are stil

emerging as a model and

we have tried to react to

scenarios to date. It will

be useful for future

planning sessions

Financial/funding

planning

Clear vision

and direction

for all

stakeholders

involved

I think for it to be useful it

needs to be kept as a

"standing item" on board

and staff meetings, and

meetings with partner

venues etc. It then keeps it

at the front of everyone's

mind, and also keeps it as a

"living document" that

everyone is in tune with.

Scenario planning

might be useful also

for a growth process.

What if the festival

grows... 

Thinking in terms of

resource sharing -

could there be a

facilitated scenario

planning  model

developed that could

be accessed by

festivals 

capturing great

ideas! 

Good for early

stage planning

when looking at

festival

approach

 to define

structures with

board members 

- plan future

developments

Time it takes to

compile the

scenarios can be a

blocker in a fast

changing situation

such as restrictions

changing

tiny team - takes

manpower to

keep document

updated

It is very efficient where a

committee of volunteers

is running the festival.

People can access it in

the ir own time as I

understand it and a

deadline can then be set

for a group meeting if

necessary. 

Good to offload all

of the different

scenarios from our

heads and get them

down on paper -

mentally beneficial

Good to share

with a  board/

committee

How closely

linked is this

to planning to

be resilient?

Only so

much you

can plan for

Can be difficult to

plan for every

scenario and usually

teams are small and

hard to manage

such docs

It is also proof

of scenario

planning  for

funders...

We're heavily engaged in

this at the moment.

Board and staff are key,

but we also have a large

number of partners who

are involved - a lot of

these being artists and

producers too.

Board and artists can

be part of the

process.  Production

manager and crew

can be part when it

gets to day to day

issues.

Governance board,

programming

committee and

festival director -

Policy makers,

educators and

target stakeholders

Board and any

committee members

who are involved in

the strategy planning

along with the

festival team

Audience

Tech team,

artistic director,

all committee

members

Venues often have their

own plans - certainly to

do with covid and we

found working closely

with them was very

important. Especially if

you have multiple

venues

In our case, the

audiences. But

actually everyone

could be and

should be invited

to be involved. 

Ticketing

system

partners

General consensus that this is a

useful planning tool, and that this

method of planning, and the

Mural application, would be

useful to try working with

Theresia (Clonmel

Applefest): thought of a

number of recent

sessions (around

ideation, theme

development) that

would benefit from use

of the Mural application

Dingle has plenty of venues

that are small and poorly

equiped but very short of a

mid size space with

modern facilties to optimise

the festival experience for

both the audoence in the

room and those at the end

of a live stream.

Multi use space with

indoor/outdoor options,

technology that works,

room sizes that break

down easily to

accommodate different

groups, good acoustics,

wall space for visual

displays

My dream venue for a performance for

Moth & Butterfly is a LIVE venue in

Galway with full capacity and no social

distancing, no covid cert checks, and

no question marks hanging over the

event in advance in relation to whether

it can go ahead because of case

numbers, restrictions, covid amongst

the performers, etc. It is cosy, intimate

with great acoustics and the audience

is there for the storytelling/

improvisation events. Refreshments

are available.

dream setting

is a woodland

outdoor stage

with top PA

and live music 

Would be to expand our

performance spaces.

Our home festival venue

is beautiful, but we

would like to move into

the town.  Also, use the

stunning outdoor space

our venue offers. 

Outdoor and

Indoor Venue

a children friendly

town for families

and pedestrians

https://www.mural.co/

